
Write a short story (about 200 -250 words) on topic: “A spine-chilling situation 

during online learning this year” including words: scissors, plushy, teacher, shine, 

shoelace, vomit.  

  

Online classes are all fun and games until... There it is, one day 

when all secrets are being revealed, all bloodthirsty students 

are watching an exciting performance. The day of the dark, 

nightmarish moon...   

This time finally comes, it's here and I can't wait to see what 

happens today...   

I log on and enter the lesson. My camera is on but today it's not 

bothering me. The one who is going to be watched is HE. It's 

today that the truth about our devilishly handsome teacher is 

finally going to be exposed. He enters the lesson, I hold my 

breath. At first, I can't see much but as the time goes by the 

thick fog lifts and I can finally see the middle of His vault. Walls 

covered with blood, a massive  black chandelier hanging from 

 the ceiling, solid dark oak racks reaching the top of the vault, 

filled with mixtures and heavy books containing dark magical 

spells and finally a big plushy carpet soaked with vomit and 

blood.  Suddenly, a masculine silhouette appears, the only 

thing that is clear enough to see are perfectly sharpened silver 

scissors placed in His hand. He comes closer to the camera, I 

lean towards only to see these maniacal sparks in His piercing 

green eyes. He lifts his free hand and one shining, glowing 

object appears. There it is. The shoelace of darkness... no one 

knows what it does but I guess we are about to find out... He 

takes the magical object with the most ghostly smile and cuts 

the shoelace with His scissors. Electricity in the whole world 

runs down. I can't stand the pressure and uncertainty of 

tomorrow so I simply pass out...  
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